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Research scenario
Conduct a study on the production of short stories in Μodern Greek 
prose from 1880 to 1910. 

More specifically, investigate how the work of A. Papadiamantis 
differs from that of his contemporaries

- drawing upon the structuralist method of narratology, and

- examining the narrative techniques in the stories under 
consideration



Research scenario 

Features of the Modern Greek short story, 1880-1910 

• Creation of national literature - turn towards Greek themes

• The Greek prose of the era is expressed through ethography 
(description of customs, tradition  and way of life of the Greek 
countryside). The Greek version of narrative realism: the 
ethographic short story (short story of manners).



Research scenario
Alexandros Papadiamantis (1851-1911)

Among the most significant Greek writers.
Born on the island of Skiathos, he immersed 
himself in its rich folklore, which heavily 
influenced his writings. His work, marked by 
realism, vividly portrays Greek rural and 
island life. 

Papadiamantis represents a unique case in 
Greek letters and his short stories transcend 
the programmatic principles of ethography.



Research scenario
The researcher will 

• examine the various narrative techniques that will lead to comparative 
conclusions

• investigate the role of the narrator (who speaks) and perspective in the 
narrative (who sees), the narrative time (flashbacks, pauses), and the way 
the speech of the characters is represented,

• categorise the texts based on the narrative genre they belong to, the 
literary movement they align with, and so forth



Research requirements
• Use a document repository with digitised short stories from that 

period

• Use a structured vocabulary of terms relating to narrative 
techniques and narrative genres to annotate the corpus

• Tool should support quantitative analysis of annotations



Challenges
• Existing thesauri of literary terms do not meet the researcher's 

needs for a structured,  consistent and extensible vocabulary

• Relationships between terms should be explicit

• Vocabulary structure should be extensible in a systematic way



BBT
• BBT (Backbone Thesaurus) is a meta-thesaurus of 10 top level 

concepts
• The definition of the essential properties of the top-level concepts 

(facets and hierarchies) enables classification in an objective and 
consistent way

• Consistency is imposed from the upper layers to the lower ones, 
helping to avoid logical errors that lead to inconsistencies and 
achieve the greatest economy in the progress of organizing terms.

• Participation in the BBT thesauri Federation facilitates interfacing
with the broader research community



Building the micro-thesaurus
A sample of the corpus of chosen terms:

narrative time, prolipsis, ellipsis,

in media res, intradiegetic narrator, plot, pause, 
focalization, frame story, omniscient narrator,
analipsis, homodiegetic narrator, zero focalization, 
point of view, anachronies, anisochronies, etc.



Some assumptions in narratology 

story time  ≠ narrative time

author  ≠ narrator

narrative voice  ≠ narrative perspective (focalization)



Building the micro-thesaurus
Step 1: Define provisionally under which facet(s) the majority of the 
terms should be aligned: 
Activities, Epochs, Material Objects, Materials, Natural Processes, 
Groups and Collectivities, Conceptual Objects, Offices



Building the micro-thesaurus
Step 2: Provide term definitions. A crucial step, since the definition 
will guide you to the right facet/hierarchy under which you can 
subsume your  terms. 

The definitions of the terms must be precise and 
coherent with the definitions of the broader categories

Step 3: Illustrate the relations between the terms: Broader-narrower 
term, related term etc



Narrative time - Narrator: Definitions
Narrative time: The succession of the events with the order and the 
duration that the author chooses to represent them in his narrative. 
The term "narrative time" must not be confused with the "story 
time", that is the real chronological order of the events.

Narrator: The narrating agent who transfers verbally to someone else 
a story. The narrator does not exist in the real life, but is part of the 
fictional world created by the author. The narrator is the method 
through which the author tells the story to the reader.



Example #1: Methods > Narrative time



Narrative time > Anachronies



<Narrative time>: graphical representation



Example #2: Methods > Narrator



Narrator>Homodiegetic narrator



Narrator > Heterodiegetic narrator



Methods > Narrator > Omniscient narrator



Narratology > Narrator: graphical representation



Example #3 Focalization



Annotating the corpus
The researcher annotates 
the digitised texts using 
a markup tool 
(e.g. CATMA, OxygenXML)



Corpus analysis
Validate previous research:

• Plethoric use of pause (descriptive pause) as a narrative technique

• Frequency of heterodiegetic narration and variable focalization

The process can be scaled across a large short-stories corpus in order 
to study the development of narrative techniques over time and 
space, how adoption of techniques changes etc.



Thank you!


